Because discreet control
is reassuring
The ReSound Smart 3D app gives your MIH patients discreet
control over their hearing aids and connects them to a myriad of
personalization opportunities.
RESOUND SMART™ 3D APP
Enables your patients to adjust volume, treble and bass
on the go, save favorite programs that they can activate
when they want, find misplaced hearing aids, control their
ReSound wireless accessories and much more. All without
having to touch – and draw attention to – their hearing aids.
RESOUND RELIEF™ APP
The ReSound Relief app offers layered soundscapes,
guided relaxation exercises and additional activities that
create a completely personalized tinnitus solution.

Like you, we place people with hearing loss at the heart of everything we do. Together we can create a world where more people
with hearing loss successfully adapt to a life with hearing aids - one that makes them feel more involved, connected and in control.
ReSound® empowers people to hear more, do more and be more than they ever thought possible.
ReSound is part of The GN Group - pioneering great sound from world-leading ReSound hearing aids to Jabra office headsets
and sports headphones. Founded in 1869, employing over 5,000 people, and listed on NSDAQ OMX Copenhagen, GN makes life
sound better.
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Connect,
interact and
engage effortlessly
The ReSound MIH hearing aid uses
2.4 GHz wireless technology to open
the door to direct connectivity with
compatible Apple® and AndroidTM
devices, making your hearing aids work
like stereo headphones.

Organic Hearing for
your patients

Personalized fit
from the start
The ReSound Mic-in-Helix is a great option to fit a
wide range of patients, including those who are difficult

MIH Features

to fit. Our dedicated team of Customer Advisors, Audio
Designers and technicians are advocates for you, as the
product is being shaped and molded so you can ensure

The ReSound Organic Hearing philosophy enables people to connect

a personalized fit from the start.

to the world around them in the most intuitive and natural way.
We achieve this by developing unique solutions, like the Mic-in-Helix
(MIH) that work with individual ear anatomy to more closely mimic
how sounds in the environment are naturally collected and delivered

-

iOS and Android direct streaming
Ear-to-ear
Available in MP, HP, and UP
Two battery sizes: 312 & 13
®

TM

to the brain

ReSound Mic-in-Helix

SITUATION: The patient has difficulty removing device due to poor dexterity.

The ReSound MIH hearing aid is uniquely engineered to fit within the contours of the
external ear. This industry-leading design allows the microphone to neatly tuck into the
folds of the pinna, while the hearing aid itself sits in the canal of the ear.
DISCREET SOLUTION

INCREASED SPEECH RECOGNITION

Compared to conventional custom hearing aids, the
MIH is 40% smaller, offering a discrete, cosmetic
solution that does not sacrifice sound quality.

Using the ear’s natural ability to collect, direct
and amplify sound, the MIH delivers the high
frequencies required for optimal speech
understanding.

BETTER SOUND LOCALIZATION

WIND NOISE REDUCTION

Fitting in the external contours of the ear, cues
from the MIH hearing aid help your patients clearly
locate sound sources, especially front-to-back.

Placement of the microphone within the contours
of the ears provides a natural physical barrier
that protects the microphone from turbulent air
flow, significantly reducing wind noise in outdoor
environments.

SOLUTION: Integrated MIH and canal lock provide a robust method of extraction and
additional retention.
SITUATION: Request for cosmetically appealing MIH device with push button and telecoil.
SOLUTION: To maintain aesthetics, the microphone, push button, and telecoil are placed in
a customized helix housing.
SITUATION: Medical professional with high frequency loss requires the ability to aid
hearing while wearing a stethoscope.
SOLUTION: Microphone, push button, hybrid and battery are housed in a customized helix.
A shell is made for the receiver and Maximum Open Vent (MOV).

SITUATION: The patient has dexterity issues, wears glasses and is experiencing irritation
behind the ear.
SOLUTION: MIH design eliminates issues with eyeglasses and is suitable for patients with
dexterity problems by using a size 13 battery.

